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AbstractÐHuman face detection plays an important role in applications such as
video surveillance, human computer interface, face recognition, and face image
database management. We propose a face detection algorithm for color images in
the presence of varying lighting conditions as well as complex backgrounds. Based
on a novel lighting compensation technique and a nonlinear color transformation,
our method detects skin regions over the entire image and then generates face
candidates based on the spatial arrangement of these skin patches. The algorithm
constructs eye, mouth, and boundary maps for verifying each face candidate.
Experimental results demonstrate successful face detection over a wide range of
facial variations in color, position, scale, orientation, 3D pose, and expression in
images from several photo collections (both indoors and outdoors).
Index TermsÐFace detection, face recognition, lighting compensation, color
transformation, skin tone, facial feature map, Hough transform.
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INTRODUCTION

HUMAN activity is a major concern in a wide variety of
applications such as video surveillance, human computer interface, face recognition [7], [42], [47], and face image database
management [36]. Detecting faces is a crucial step in these
identification applications. Most face recognition algorithms
assume that the face location is known. Similarly, face tracking
algorithms (e.g., [10]) often assume the initial face location is
known. Note that face detection can be viewed as a two-class (face
versus nonface) classification problem. Therefore, some techniques
developed for face recognition (e.g., holistic/template approaches
[12], [30], [41], [27], feature-based approaches [6], and their
combination [20]) have also been used to detect faces, but they
are computationally very demanding and cannot handle large
variations in face images.
Various approaches to face detection are discussed in [11], [24],
[26], [45], [14]. The major approaches are listed chronologically in
Table 1. For recent surveys on face detection, see [45] and [14].
These approaches utilize techniques such as principal component
analysis, neural networks, machine learning, information theory,
geometrical modeling, (deformable) template matching, Hough
transform, motion extraction, and color analysis. The neural
network-based [32], [33] and view-based [39] approaches require
a large number of face and nonface training examples and are
designed primarily to locate frontal faces in gray-scale images.
Schneiderman and Kanade [35] extend their learning-based
approach for the detection of frontal faces to profile views. A
feature-based approach that uses geometrical facial features with
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belief networks [46] provides face detection for nonfrontal views.
Geometrical facial templates and the Hough transform were
incorporated to detect gray-scale frontal faces in real time
applications [24]. Face detectors based on Markov random fields
[23] and Markov chains [8], make use of the spatial arrangement of
pixel gray values.
Categorizing face detection methods based on the representation used reveals that detection algorithms using holistic representations have the advantage of finding small faces or faces in
poor-quality images, while those using geometrical facial features
provide a good solution for detecting faces in different poses. A
combination of holistic and feature-based approaches [13], [21] is a
promising approach to face detection as well as face recognition.
Motion [9], [11] and skin-tone color [11], [4], [38], [43], [12] are
useful cues for face detection. However, the color-based approaches face difficulties in robustly detecting skin colors in the
presence of complex background and different lighting conditions
[12]. We propose a face detection algorithm that is able to handle a
wide range of variations in static color images, based on a lighting
compensation technique and a nonlinear color transformation. Our
approach models skin color using a parametric ellipse in a twodimensional transformed color space and extracts facial features by
constructing feature maps for the eyes, mouth, and face boundary.
Section 2 describes the face detection algorithm. Section 3 presents
the detection results of our algorithm on several face databases.
Conclusions and future work are described in Section 4.

2

FACE DETECTION ALGORITHM

An overview of our face detection algorithm is depicted in Fig. 1,
which contains two major modules: 1) face localization for finding
face candidates and 2) facial feature detection for verifying
detected face candidates. The algorithm first estimates and corrects
the color bias based on a lighting compensation technique. The
corrected red, green, and blue color components are then
nonlinearly transformed in the Y Cb Cr color space. The skin-tone
pixels are detected using an elliptical skin model in the
transformed space. The parametric ellipse corresponds to contours
of constant Mahalanobis distance under the assumption of
Gaussian distribution of skin tone color. The detected skin-tone
pixels are iteratively segmented using local color variance into
connected components which are then grouped into face candidates based on both the spatial arrangement of these components
and the similarity of their color [4]. The size of a face candidate can
range from 13  13 pixels to about three fourths of the input image
size. The facial feature detection module rejects face candidate
regions that do not contain any facial features such as eyes, mouth,
and face boundary. A detected face enclosed by an ellipse with the
associated eyes-mouth triangle is shown in Fig. 1.

2.1

Lighting Compensation and Skin Tone Detection

The appearance of the skin-tone color depends on the lighting
conditions. We introduce a lighting compensation technique that
uses ªreference whiteº to normalize the color appearance. We
regard pixels with the top 5 percent of the luma (nonlinear gammacorrected luminance) values in the image as the reference white
only if the number of these pixels is sufficiently large (> 100). The
R, G, and B components of a color image are adjusted so that the
average gray value of these reference-white pixels is linearly scaled
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TABLE 1
Major Face Detection Approaches

to 255. The image is not changed if a sufficient number of
reference-white pixels is not detected or the average color is similar
to skin tone. This assumption is reasonable not only because an
image usually contains ªreal whiteº [31] pixels in some regions of
interest (such as eye regions), but also because the dominant bias
color always appears as ªreal white.º Fig. 2 demonstrates an
example of our lighting compensation method. Note that the
yellow bias color in Fig. 2a has been removed, as shown in Fig. 2b.
With lighting compensation, our algorithm detects fewer nonface
pixels and more skin-tone facial pixels (see Figs. 2c and 2d).

Fig. 1. Face detection algorithm.

Modeling skin color requires choosing an appropriate color
space and identifying a cluster associated with skin color in this
space. It has been observed that the normalized red-green (rg)
space [5] is not the best choice for face detection [40], [34]. Based on
Terrillon et al.'s [40] comparison of nine different color spaces for
face detection, the tint-saturation-luma (TSL) space provides the
best results for two kinds of Gaussian density models (unimodal
and a mixture of Gaussians). We adopt the Y Cb Cr space since it is
perceptually uniform [31], is widely used in video compression
standards (e.g., MPEG and JPEG) [12], and it is similar to the
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Fig. 2. Skin detection: (a) a yellow-biased face image, (b) a lighting compensated image, (c) skin regions of (a) shown in white, and (d) skin regions of (b).

Fig. 3. The Y Cb Cr color space (blue dots represent the reproducible color on a monitor) and the skin tone model (red dots represent skin color samples): (a) the Y Cb Cr
space, (b) a 2D projection in the Cb Cr subspace, and (c) a 2D projection in the Cb =Y - Cr =Y  subspace.

Fig. 4. The dependency of skin tone color: the skin tone cluster (red dots) is shown in (a) the rgY , (b) the CIE xyY , and (c) the HSV color spaces, where blue dots
represent the reproducible color on a monitor. For a better presentation of cluster shape, we normalize the luma Y in the rgY and the CIE xyY by 255, and swap the hue
and saturation coordinates in the HSV space. The skin tone cluster is less compact at low luma values in (a) and (b) and low saturation values in (c).

Fig. 5. Nonlinear transformation of the Y Cb Cr color space: the skin tone cluster shown in (a) the Y Cb subspace, (b) the Y Cr subspace (c) the transformed Y Cb Cr color
space, (d) a 2D projection of (c) in the transformed Cb Cr subspace, in which the elliptical skin model is overlaid on the skin cluster. Red dots indicate the skin cluster.
Three blue dashed curves in (a) and (b), one for cluster center and two for boundaries, indicate the fitted models.

TSL space in terms of the separation of luminance and
chrominance as well as the compactness of the skin cluster. Many
research studies assume that the chrominance components of the

skin-tone color are independent of the luminance component [19],
[25], [34], [38]. However, in practice, the skin-tone color is
nonlinearly dependent on luminance. We demonstrate the luma
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Fig. 6. Detection examples, with and without the transformation. For each of these examples, the images shown in (a) are skin regions and detections without the
transformation, while those in (b) are results with the transformation.

Fig. 7. Face mask: (a) four face candidates, (b) one of the face candidates, (c) grouped skin area, and (d) face mask.

Fig. 8. Construction of eye maps.

dependency of skin-tone color in different color spaces in Figs. 3
and 4, based on skin patches (853; 571 pixels) collected from nine
subjects (137 images) in the Heinrich-Hertz-Institute (HHI) image
database [1]. Detecting skin tone based on the cluster of training
samples in the Cb Cr subspace, shown in Fig. 3b, results in many
false positives. Face detection based on the cluster in the Cb =Y Cr =Y  subspace, shown in Fig. 3c, results in many false negatives.
Therefore, we nonlinearly transform the Y Cb Cr color space to
make the skin cluster luma-independent. This is done by fitting
piecewise linear boundaries to the skin cluster (see Figs. 5a and 5b).
The details of the model and the transformation are described in
Appendix A. The transformed space, shown in Figs. 5c and 5d,

enables a robust detection of dark and light skin tone colors. Fig. 6
shows that more skin-tone pixels with low and high luma are
detected in the transformed subspace than in the Cb Cr subspace.

2.2

Localization of Facial Features

Among the various facial features, eyes and mouth are the most
prominent features for recognition and estimation of 3D head pose
[15], [29]. Most approaches for eye localization [17], [22], [37] are
template-based. However, we directly locate eyes, mouth, and face
boundary based on their feature maps derived from both the luma
and chroma of an image. We consider only the area covered by a face
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Fig. 9. Construction of the mouth map.

mask that is built by enclosing the grouped skin-tone regions with a
pseudo convex hull. Fig. 7 shows an example of the face mask.

2.2.1

Eye Map

We first build two separate eye maps, one from the chrominance
components and the other from the luminance component. These
two maps are then combined into a single eye map. The eye map
from the chroma is based on the observation that high Cb and low
Cr values are found around the eyes. It is constructed by
EyeMapC 

o
1n 2
Cb   C~r 2  Cb =Cr  ;
3

1

where Cb2 , C~r 2 , Cb =Cr all are normalized to the range 0; 255 and
~ is the negative of Cr (i.e., 255 Cr ). Since the eyes usually
Cr
contain both dark and bright pixels in the luma component, grayscale morphological operators (e.g., dilation and erosion) [18] can
be designed to emphasize brighter and darker pixels in the luma
component around eye regions. These operations have been used
to construct feature vectors for faces at multiple scales for frontal
face authentication [20]. We use gray-scale dilation and erosion
with a hemispheric structuring element to construct the eye map
from the luma as follows:
EyeMapL 

Y x; y  g x; y
;
Y x; y g x; y  1

2

where the gray-scale dilation  and erosion
operations on a
function f : F  R2 !R using a structuring function g : G 
R2 !R are defined in [18]. The eye map from the chroma is
enhanced by histogram equalization and then combined with the

Fig. 10. Computation of face boundary.

eye map from the luma by an AND (multiplication) operation, i.e.,
EyeMap  EyeMapCAND EyeMapL. The resulting eye map is
then dilated, masked, and normalized to brighten both the eyes
and suppress other facial areas, as shown in Fig. 8. The locations of
the eye candidates are initially estimated from the pyramid
decomposition of the eye map and then refined using iterative
thresholding and binary morphological closing on this eye map.

2.2.2

Mouth Map

The color of mouth region contains stronger red component and
weaker blue component than other facial regions. Hence, the
chrominance component Cr is greater than Cb in the mouth region.
We further notice that the mouth has a relatively low response in
the Cr =Cb feature, but it has a high response in Cr2 . We construct
the mouth map as follows:
MouthMap  Cr2  Cr2

2
  Cr =Cb ;
X
1
Cr x; y2
n
x;y2F G

  0:95  1 X
n

Cr x; y=Cb x; y

3
;

4

x;y2F G

where both Cr2 and Cr =Cb are normalized to the range 0; 255, and n
is the number of pixels within the face mask, F G. The parameter  is
estimated as a ratio of the average Cr2 to the average Cr =Cb . Fig. 9
shows the construction of the mouth map for the subject in Fig. 8.

2.2.3

Face Boundary Map and Face Score

We form an eye-mouth triangle for all possible combinations of the two
eye candidates and one mouth candidate. Each eye-mouth triangle is
verified by checking 1) luma variations and average gradient
orientations of eye and mouth blobs, 2) geometry and orientation
of the triangle, and 3) the presence of a face boundary around the
triangle. A face score is computed for each verified eye-mouth
triangle based on its eyes/mouth maps, ellipse vote, and face
orientation that favors upright faces and symmetric facial geometry
[16]. The triangle with the highest score that exceeds a threshold is
retained. Fig. 10 shows the boundary map which is constructed from
both the magnitude and the orientation components of the luma
gradient within the regions having positive orientations of the
gradient orientations (i.e., have counterclockwise gradient
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Fig. 11. Face detection examples containing dark skin-tone faces. Each example contains an original image, grouped skin regions, and a lighting-compensated image
overlaid with detected face and facial features.

Fig. 12. Face detection results in the presence of facial variations and eye glasses. Each example contains an original image (top) and a lighting-compensated image
(bottom) overlaid with detected face.

Fig. 13. Face detection results on half-profile faces (some with facial hair). Each example contains an original image (top) and a lighting-compensated image (bottom)
overlaid with detected face.

orientations). Finally, we utilize the Hough transform to extract the

algorithms. Most of the commonly used databases for face detection,

best-fitting ellipse. Since we know the locations of eyes and mouth,

including the Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) database, contain

and can estimate the orientation of the ellipse from eyes and mouth,

gray-scale images only. Therefore, we have constructed our database

we need only a two-dimensional accumulator for estimating the

for face detection from MPEG7 videos, the World Wide Web, and

ellipse center. The accumulator is updated by perturbing the

personal photo collections. These color images have been taken

estimated center by a few pixels for a more accurate localization of
the ellipse.

3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have evaluated our algorithm on several face image databases,

under varying lighting conditions and with complex backgrounds.
Further, these images contain multiple faces with variations in color,
position, scale, orientation, 3D pose, and facial expression.
Our algorithm can detect multiple faces of different sizes with a
wide range of facial variations in an image. Further, the algorithm
can detect both dark skin-tone and bright skin-tone because of the

including family and news photo collections. Face databases

nonlinear transformation of the Cb Cr color space. All the algorithmic

designed for face recognition, including the FERET face database

parameters Fig. 11 demonstrates that our algorithm can successfully

[28], usually contain gray-scale mugshot-style images and, therefore,

detect dark skin faces. Fig. 12 shows the results for subjects with

in our opinion, are not suitable for evaluating face detection

some facial variations (e.g., closed eyes or open mouth) and for those
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TABLE 2
Detection Results on the HHI Image Database (Image Size 640  480) on a 1.7GHz CPU

FP: False Positives, DR: Detection Rate.

TABLE 3
Detection Results on the Champion Database (Image Size  150  220) on a 1.7GHz CPU

FP: False Positives, DR: Detection Rate.

who are wearing glasses. Fig. 13 demonstrates that our algorithm
can detect nonfrontal faces as long as the eyes and mouth are visible
in half-profile views. Face can also be detected in the presence of
facial hair. A summary of the detection results (including the
number of false positives, detection rates, and average CPU time for
processing an image) on the HHI MPEG7 image database [1] (see
Figs. 12 and 13) and the Champion database [2] (see Fig. 11a) are
presented in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The HHI database contains
206 images, each of size 640  480 pixels. Subjects in the HHI
database belong to several racial groups and the lighting conditions
(including overhead lights and side lights) change from one image
to another. Further, these images contain frontal, near-frontal, halfprofile, and profile face views of different sizes. A detected face is a
correct detection if the detected locations of the eyes, the mouth, and
the ellipse bounding a human face are found with a small amount of
tolerance, otherwise it is called a false positive. The detection rate is
computed by the ratio of the number of correct detections in a
grallery to that of all human faces in the gallery. The detection rate
on the HHI database after the first two stages (before facial feature
extraction) is  97 percent for all the poses. After the third stage, the
detection rate decreases to 89:40 percent for frontal faces, and to
90:74 percent for near-frontal faces, and to 74:67 percent for halfprofile faces. The reason for this decrease in detection rate is the
removal of those faces in which the eyes or mouth are not visible.
However, we can see that the number of false positives is
dramatically reduced from 9; 406 after the skin grouping stage to
just 27 after the feature detection stage for the whole database
containing 206 images.

The Champion database was collected from the Internet,
and contains 227 compressed images which are approximately
150  220 pixels in size. Because most of the images in this database
are captured in frontal and near-frontal views (portraits with large
faces), we present the total detection rate in all poses in Table 3.
Figs. 14 and 15 show the detection results on a subset of a collection
of family photos (total of 55 images); Fig. 16 shows results on a
subset of news photos (total of 327 images) downloaded from the
Yahoo news site [3]. As expected, detecting faces in family group
and news pictures is more challenging, but our algorithm is able to
perform quite well on these images. Detection rate on the collection
of 382 family and news photos (1:79 faces per image) is 80:35 percent
and the false positive rate (the ratio of the number of false positives
to the number of true faces) is 10:41 percent. Please see more results
at http://www.cse.msu.edu/~hsureinl/facloc/.

4

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a face detection algorithm for color images using
a skin-tone color model and facial features. Our method first corrects
the color bias by a lighting compensation technique that automatically estimates the reference white pixels. We overcome the
difficulty of detecting the low-luma and high-luma skin tones by
applying a nonlinear transform to the Y Cb Cr color space. Our
method detects skin regions over the entire image and then
generates face candidates based on the spatial arrangement of these
skin patches. Our algorithm constructs eye, mouth, and boundary
maps to verify the face candidates. Detection results on several
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Fig. 14. Face detection results on a subset of four family photos. Each image contains multiple human faces. The detected faces are overlaid on the color-compensated
images. False negatives are due to extreme lighting conditions and shadows. Notice the difference between the input and color-compensated images in terms of color
balance.

photo collections have been presented. Our goal is to design a
system that detects faces and facial features, allows users to edit
detected faces, and use these detected facial features as indices for
identification and retrieval from image and video databases.

APPENDIX A
NONLINEAR TRANSFORMATION OF CHROMA AND
THE SKIN MODEL
In the Y Cb Cr color space, we can regard the chroma (Cb and
Cr ) as functions of the luma (Y ): Cb Y  and Cr Y . Let the
transformed chroma be Cb0 Y  and Cr0 Y . The skin color model
is specified by the centers (denoted as Cb Y  and Cr Y ) and

spread of the cluster (denoted as W cb Y  and W cr Y ) (See

Fig. 5) and is used for computing the transformed chroma.


Ci Y  Ci Y   WWci cYi   Ci Kh  if Y < Kl or Kh < Y ;
Ci0 Y  
Ci Y 
if Y 2 Kl ; Kh ;
5

W ci Y  

8
< W Lci 
:

W Hci 

Y Ymin  W ci W Lci 
Kl Ymin

if Y < Kl ;

Ymax Y  W ci W Hci 
Ymax Kh

if Kh < Y ;

6
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Fig. 15. Face detection results on a subset of seven family photos. Each image contains cluttered background. The detected faces are overlaid on the color-compensated
images. False negatives are due to extreme lighting conditions and shadows. Note that the bias color in the original images has been compensated in the resultant
images.

Cb Y  

Cr Y  

8
< 108 
:

108 

8
< 154
:

154 

Kl Y  118 108
Kl Ymin

if Y < Kl ;

Y Kh  118 108
Ymax Kh

if Kh < Y ;

Kl Y  154 144
Kl Ymin

if Y < Kl ;

Y Kh  154 132
Ymax Kh

if Kh < Y ;

7

The elliptical model for the skin tones in the transformed Cb0 Cr0
space is described in (9) and (10), and is depicted in Fig. 5.
x

8

where Ci in (5) and (6) is either Cb or Cr , W cb  46:97, W Lcb  23,
W Hcb  14, W cr  38:76, W Lcr  20, W Hcr  10, K1  125, and
Kh  188. These parameter values are estimated from training
samples of skin patches from a subset of the HHI images. Ymin and
Ymax values in the Y Cb Cr color space are 16 and 235, respectively.

ecx 2
y ecy 2

 1;
2
a
b2

  

x
cos  sin  Cb0

y
sin  cos  Cr0

9

cx
;
cy

10

where cx  109:38, cy  152:02,   2:53 (in radian), ecx  1:60,
ecy  2:41, a  25:39, and b  14:03 are computed from the skin
cluster in the Cb0 Cr0 space.
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Fig. 16. Face detection results on a subset of 24 news photos. The detected faces are overlaid on the color-compensated images. False negatives are due to extreme
lighting conditions, shadows, and low compression quality.
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